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While security experts routinely bemoan the current state of
the art in software security, from the standpoint of the application developer, application security requirements present yet
another hurdle to overcome. Given the pressure for extra functionality, “lesser” concerns such as performance and security
often do not get the time they deserve. While it is common to
blame this on developer education, a big part of the problem is
that it is extremely easy to write unsecure code.
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to focus on the properties that need to be enforced. Moreover,
it creates a great opportunity to automate the process of policy
generation by having framework elements expose their security requirements [6, 9].
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Analyzing Dojo Pages

To illustrate what we mean when we talk about security policies, let us consider the Dojo Toolkit, a popular suite of libraries that simplify the development of Ajax applications [4].

Introduction

3.1 Mail Reading Pane
By way of illustration, consider an application that prompts
the user for her name and sends a greeting back to the browser. Dojo makes it easy to construct a rich-text email client as
The following example illustrates how one can accomplish this shown in Figure 1 by laying out several interface components
of predefined Dojo types. E.g., the reading pane at the bottom
task in a Java/J2EE application:
of the screen is declared as
ServletResponseStream out = resp.getOutputStream();
out.println("<p>Hello, " + username + ".</p>");

<div id="contentPane" dojoType="ContentPane"
sizeMin="20" sizeShare="80"
href="Mail/MailAccount.html" style="padding: 5px">
</div>

However, the apparent simplicity of this example is deceptive:
assuming userName is supplied as application input, this piece
of code is vulnerable to cross-site scripting [2]. This is because
executable JavaScript can be embedded into userName. When
the request is processed within the Web application, this JavaScript will be passed to the client’s browser for execution. In
summary, the most natural way to achieve the task of printing
the user’s name is broken: the default is unsafe. To make this
secure, the developer has to apply input sanitization: he needs
to exclude the myriad different ways to pass JavaScript into
the application [11], often a tedious and error-prone task. It
is, however, very rare that there is a compelling reason to have
previously unseen JavaScript code passed to the browser.
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This declaration allows the pane contents to be loaded from
Mail/MailAccount.html, an HTML file that can is changed at
runtime, depending on the message being selected. However, there is generally no compelling reason to allow content pane contents to contain executable JavaScript. We can
assume a “safe default” position and create a simple analysis that will generate no-execute policies for every ContentPane
on the page. This simple default will go a long way toward
preventing cross-site scripting and JavaScript worms, such as
Yamanner [3] that propagated through Yahoo! Mail each time

Opportunities

While both secure programming methodologies and static
analysis tools have been used to detect “low-level” security
issues such as cross-site scripting, we believe that Web software development needs to be elevated to a level where these
and other issues are automatically eliminated.
It is our position that, just like in the case of desktop software [6, 9], Web application development frameworks software construction frameworks can expose an excellent opportunity for fundamental improvements in their security. Frameworks and libraries can export security policies that would automatically extend to framework clients. As a result, we could
eliminate entire classes of security bugs, leaving developers
free to focus on architectural concerns.
Recent interest in enforcing strong security properties on the
client side, within the browser sandbox [5, 7, 8, 12], makes us
believe that these mechanism will eventually make their ways
into mainstream browsers. We think that the moment is ripe

Figure 1: Sample mail application constructed using Dojo Toolkit
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listener
Tree
this.myTreeWidget
id=”myTreeWidget”

var DemoTreeManager = {
djWdgt: null, myTreeWidget: null, ctxMenu = null,

event subscriber
Context menu
this.ctxMenu
id=“TreeContextMenu”

Controller
this.controller
id=”myTreeController”

addTreeContextMenu: function(){
ctxMenu = this.djWdgt.createWidget("TreeContextMenu",{});
ctxMenu.addChild(this.djWdgt.createWidget(
"TreeMenuItem",{caption:"Add Menu Item",
widgetId:"ctxAdd"}));
document.body.appendChild(ctxMenu.domNode);
/* Bind the context menu to the tree */
ctxMenu.listenTree(this.myTreeWidget);
},
addController: function(){
this.djWdgt.createWidget("TreeBasicController",
{widgetId:"myTreeController", DNDController:"create"}
);
},
bindEvents: function(){
dojo.event.topic.subscribe("ctxAdd/engage",
function (menuItem) { addNode(menuItem.getTreeNode(),
"myTreeController"); }
);
},
addNode: function(parent,controllerId){
this.controller = dojo.widget.manager.
getWidgetById(controllerId);
var res = this.controller.createChild(parent, 0,
{ title: "New node" });
},

Figure 2: Tree widget-menu-controller architecture in Dojo

a user opened a cleverly crafted email message. Moreover, relying on Dojo components to “know” about their own security
requirements makes it largely unnecessary to specify policies
manually, such with <noexecute> blocks in BEEP [7, 8].
3.2

Tree Widgets

Similar default policies can be produced for other widgets.
Consider the Tree widget in the Dojo toolkit that allows one
to create multi-level trees. Node labels support HTML and are
explicitly specified within the tree as follows:
<span class="dojoTreeNodeLabelTitle"
dojoattachevent="onClick: onTitleClick"
dojoattachpoint="titleNode"><b>HTML label</b>
</span>

Right-clicking on tree nodes allows the user to remove them,
add new children, etc. Moreover, labels have event-processing
code attached to them to support mouse-clicks, etc. The safe
default is to ensure that HTML within the node label declaration does not execute JavaScript code outside the Dojo toolkit.
A stronger safe default is to assert that code within the tree
declaration cannot affect anything outside of the declaration.
Enforcement of this policy would be particularly useful as a
protection against RSS injection if the tree widget is used to
display an RSS feed in a mashup page such as live.com.

init: function(){
/* Initialize this object */
this.djWdgt = dojo.widget;
this.myTreeWidget = this.djWdgt.manager.
getWidgetById("myTreeWidget");
this.addTreeContextMenu(); this.addController();
this.bindEvents();
}
};

Figure 3: Context menu creation code
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Context Menus and Tree Widgets
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